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Rangefinder ACULON AL11 is extremely compact and easily located in your pocket. Despite its small size, it is reliable
and easy to use. The second plan distance measurement priority ensures correct measurement results when the field of
view contains many objects at different distances. It allows instant and accurate measurements of distances up to 500 m
with an accuracy of up to 1 meter. The 6x optical system, thanks to multilayer anti-reflection coatings, provides a clear
and clear image. It weighs only 125 grams, so it does not noticeably increase the weight of the whole equipment. The
most important features â€¢ extremely light, compact and ergonomic â€¢ measuring range: 5-500 m â€¢ second priority
mode allows you to display the distance of the farthest object based on multiple results obtained during one
measurement, which is especially useful in wooded areas. â€¢ single or continuous measurement (up to 20 seconds) â€¢
displaying distances in increments of 1 m â€¢ high quality 6x monocular with multilayer anti-reflective coatings provides a
clear and clear image â€¢ a large offset of the exit pupil translates into the convenience of users wearing glasses â€¢
resistance to weather conditions The most important features â€¢ measuring range: 5-500 m â€¢ color: dark green â€¢
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magnification: 6x â€¢ Lens diameter: 20 mm â€¢ field of view: 6 ° â€¢ Excavation: 3.3 mm â€¢
offset of
exit
dust: 16.7 mm â€
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measurement method: priority of distances from the second plan â€¢ distance display (accuracy): 1 m â€¢ continuous
mode: up to 20 s â€¢ automatic switch off: after 8 seconds â€¢ power supply: 1 x CR2 â€¢ dimensions: 91 x 73 x 37 mm â€¢
weight (without batteries): 125 g â€¢ working temperature: -10 ° C to 50 ° C â€¢ water resistance: resistance to rain / splash
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